Morphine effects in brainstem-transected cats: II. Behavior and sleep of the decerebrate cat.
Previous studies have shown that opiates suppress both non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Furthermore, during the induced insomnia period, characteristic species-specific behaviors occur which are associated with high voltage slow waves in the EEG. This paper investigates the lower brainstem mechanisms involved in the generation of these effects, and describes the action of single morphine doses (0.5, 2.0 or 3.0 mg/kg, i.p.) on the behavior and REM sleep of chronic decerebrate cats. The effects of morphine in the decerebrate cat followed a 3-stage time course similar to that seen in intact cats: (1) autonomic manifestations (3-8 min postdrug); (2) a quiet state (10-60 min postdrug) with behavioral signs of NREM; and (3) a state of activated behavior (1-6 h postdrug), including motor activity and variations in muscle tone. The decerebrate cats also showed a dose-dependent suppression of REM sleep. The present results indicate that: (1) the lower brainstem provides the basic mechanisms for the behavioral deactivation-activation and the autonomic effects of the drug; (2) hypnogenic and synchronizing influences arising from the brainstem might induce the high voltage, slow burst EEG produced by opiates; (3) REM sleep suppression originates only partially in the lower brainstem; (4) the subsidiary action of the prosencephalon seems to be required for the full expression of the drug's effect on behavior and the EEG.